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Albert The Albatross Taking Flight In Quarantine 
 
Debut Children’s Author Appearing on Be A Force Podcast 
Hosted by Melissa Lopez 
 
  Oscar will be sharing an inspiring and encouraging message with all 

listeners of the Be A Force Podcast. His episode will be recorded on May 2, 2020 and will be 
available soon after. Be A Force is hosted by CBS Radio host Melissa Lopez and is presented 
by BSquared Mgmt. A podcast where you can hear and share amazing stories about being a 
force in your industry!. Find out about artists, bands, musicians or creatives with new music or 
an incredible story of POWERFORCE! You can listen to all episodes of the podcast here: 
https://beaforce.podbean.com/ 
About Albert The Albatross: 
Albert the Albatross is on a journey sharing wisdom and Knowledge while traveling around the 
world.On the way he will meet and greet lots of his friends and we will learn what they do, and why 
they do it ( and what Albert thinks about it all )A rhyming story for the young and old ! 
 
About the Author: 
Oscar Redden IV is the author of “Albert the Albatross: Attitude Equal Altitude”- a book developed to 

function as a blueprint to teach and inspire the youth about the values of integrity and respect.  Oscar 

grew up in Sanford, Florida- a close-knit community where everyone knows each other, and family is 

monumental. Oscar has a Master’s in Business Administration from Saint Leo University and has spent 

over 6.5 years in Logistics with Walmart Supply Chain. Oscar believes that a positive attitude is more 

important than all skill-set and is the X-factor to achieving your dreams. Recently, Oscar transitioned his 

career and is now a 5th Grade: Math and Science teacher. There he continues to share his influence 

about the power of a positive attitude and motivates the youth to be the best representation of 

themselves. He currently lives in Ocala, Florida with his fiancée . Please visit his website at Albert The 

Albatross. 
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